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PURPOSE 
Farm Credit System (FCS or System) institutions have a fundamental responsibility to ensure 
any proposed financing of agricultural land in transition is both 1) safe and sound and 2) 
permissible.  This Examination Bulletin provides safety and soundness guidance to Farm Credit 
Administration (FCA) examiners for evaluating FCS real estate lending, with a focus on “land in 
transition.”  In so doing, it provides further guidance on FCA’s regulatory requirements for 
lending policies and underwriting standards found in FCA Regulation 614.4150.  This 
Examination Bulletin is designed to complement FCA Bookletter No. 58 “Financing Agricultural 
Land in Transition (in the Path of Development) -- Eligibility and Scope of Financing 
Considerations,” which provided related eligibility and scope of financing criteria.  Both of these 
documents need to be referenced for their respective purposes. 

 
BACKGROUND 
As defined in Bookletter No. 58, “land in transition” is agricultural land that lies in the path of 
development.  It is land that is at some stage in the process of transitioning from a primarily 
agricultural (including timber) use to some form of residential or commercial use.  The per acre 
land value is typically higher than traditional agricultural land, with the valuation generally driven 
by the land’s future development value or other factors that are not tied to the historic or 
projected cash flow from the real estate’s agricultural production.  An appraisal is likely to 
indicate that the highest and best use of the real estate is other than agricultural.   

 
Lending on land in transition can pose unique and higher risks than traditional agricultural loans 
due to various factors, including those related to the nature of the collateral, the type and nature 
of the customer, and the lender’s underwriting experience.  These risks are further accentuated 
during adverse economic times.  While financing land in transition may occur, the FCA has 
consistently directed that FCS institutions may not provide development financing that converts 
agricultural land to non-agricultural uses, except in very rare instances.   
 
While FCS institutions have latitude to engage in appropriate lending activities to meet eligible 
bona fide farmers’ credit needs, it is not the intent of FCA to encourage land-in-transition lending 
through the issuance of this document.  Any System institution that engages in this type of 
lending must do so in a safe and sound manner.   
 
CONSISTENCY WITH INTERAGENCY GUIDELINES 
FCA considered many sources as it developed the safety and soundness expectations in this 
Examination Bulletin.  In addition to the best practices observed in some FCS institutions, the 



Agency considered the standards established by the other Federal financial regulators.  These 
regulators have issued “Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies” (Interagency 
Guidelines).  These Interagency Guidelines provide consistent regulatory criteria for real estate 
lending.  The Interagency Guidelines are provided in Attachment I.  Examiners should consider 
the additional direction provided in the Interagency Guidelines, particularly for those institutions 
with lending activities involving land in transition.  It is noteworthy that the expectations in this 
Examination Bulletin are consistent with the expectations applied by other Federal regulators.   

SAFETY AND SOUNDNESS GUIDANCE  
As noted above, any System institution that engages in land-in-transition financing must 
do so in a safe and sound manner.  Appropriate oversight of this lending activity would 
include develop-ment of sufficient board policy guidance, supporting procedures, and 
corresponding control processes (including adequate monitoring and reporting), consistent with 
the requirements of FCA Regulation 614.4150.  The depth of this lending guidance and 
supporting processes should be commensurate with the level of actual and/or planned lending 
activity in this area. 

 
Financing land in transition poses higher and unique risks that FCS institutions must specifically 
address in their underwriting and risk management practices.  Of particular concern are risks 
related to collateral, repayment capacity, and borrower character.  When evaluating land-in-
transition lending activities, examiners should consider whether the FCS institution has 
adequately addressed and controlled these risks as discussed in the following sections. 
 
Loan-to-Value Limits 
 
FCS institutions must establish appropriate loan-to-value (LTV) limits through board-approved 
underwriting standards.  LTV limits are one of the key controls an institution board must 
establish for real estate lending.  The Interagency Guidelines contain a table that provides the 
maximum real estate LTV limits established by other Federal banking regulators (see 
Attachment I).  FCA examiners should carefully evaluate FCS board-approved underwriting 
standards considering the limits used by other Federal banking regulators.  Any FCS LTV 
standards for land in transition that are less restrictive than the corresponding 65 percent 
regulatory maximum applicable to other commercial lenders should be carefully scrutinized.  
 
An institution’s policy direction on LTV limits should reflect a direct and critically-
important correlation between the strength of the cash flow that underlies the real estate 
and the corresponding maximum LTV limit.  For example, most land in transition has limited 
cash flow relative to its market value.  In contrast, most farmland that is being actively used for 
agricultural production has substantial cash flow relative to its market value.  Since the cash 
flow on land in transition is typically low relative to its appraised value, the LTV limit should be 
correspondingly lower. 
 
For the reasons mentioned above as well as the inherent risk associated with lending on land in 
transition, FCA examiners should expect to see significant LTV restraint by FCS institutions and 
failure to do so could be considered unsafe and unsound.  Conservatism in this area is 
particularly important as land-in-transition financing involves high-risk characteristics as 
discussed in this Examination Bulletin (including typically limited cash flow relative to market 
value) and requires specialized lending experience to properly control and manage the risk in 
this market segment.  Recent history has shown that loans on land in transition have a high loss 
given default, which also supports the need for a lower LTV limit to control collateral risk. 



 
A maximum advance rate per acre can be an effective additional method of controlling collateral 
risk.  Many institutions effectively use dollar-per-acre advance limits on various types of real 
estate, particularly when the property’s cash flow is low relative to market value.  Maximum 
advance per acre limits are frequently used in combination with LTV limits, with the lower limit 
applied for underwriting purposes.  
 



Valuation of Real Estate Collateral  
 
Under FCA Regulations, the valuation of collateral requires consideration of the income 
capitalization approach either through the formal appraisal or through the underwriting process.  
A discussion of the income-generating ability of the real estate frequently serves to help identify 
the property as land in transition.  While an appraiser may determine the income capitalization 
approach is not applicable for valuation purposes, the agricultural income-generating capability, 
or lack thereof, should be clearly identified, carefully considered in the lending decision, and 
fully addressed in the underwriting process. 
 
The following are other key collateral and appraisal-related factors: 
 

• The appraisal should always identify the highest and best use of the property.  If the 
highest and best use is other than agricultural production, this should be clearly 
identified and addressed in the loan underwriting analysis. 

 
• If the appraised value is based upon future subdivision and resale of property, utmost 

caution should be used.  Moreover, that valuation should be supported by a sufficient 
analysis of related costs, projected sales prices, and the anticipated timing and duration 
of sales.  Use of valuations that are dependent on future zoning changes is not 
appropriate. 

 
• The property’s sales history, including past ownership and sale prices, should be 

addressed in the appraisal or within the loan underwriting analysis.  Sales between any 
related buyers and sellers must be carefully scrutinized and only relied on if independent 
arms-length pricing can be confirmed. 

 
• Appraised values that are higher than the current purchase price require extreme 

scrutiny and explanation.  Moreover, an appropriate LTV advance rate should be 
established and applied against the lower of the purchase price or the appraised value. 

 
Agricultural Production and Debt Service Coverage 
 
Agricultural land should generally sustain production activities that generate sufficient income to 
support reasonable debt service coverage.  Land values that cannot be supported by income 
generated by the production activities on that land are subject to increased volatility and risk, 
requiring further support from the borrower’s other available and sustainable income sources.  
System institutions’ real estate lending policies, procedures, and lending practices should reflect 
a direct correlation between the property’s cash flow available for debt service and approved 
LTV levels, as discussed above.  Furthermore, FCA Regulation 614.4150(g)(1) requires that 
institutions have loan underwriting standards in place that determine whether an applicant has 
the operational, financial, and management resources necessary to repay the debt from cash 
flow. 
 
In addition to the subject property’s cash flow, the borrower’s overall repayment capacity can be 
supported based on the borrower’s other available and sustainable sources of debt repayment.  
Appropriately structured and properly underwritten loans can be further supported by cash flow 
from other income sources such as co-borrowers or guarantors.  In all cases, however, 
examiners should ensure that System institutions fully evaluate the quality and stability of the 



repayment sources and establish lending controls to ensure that sufficient supplemental cash 
flow will be available and sustainable to repay the loan. 
 
While stable, recurring cash flow from these supplemental sources can reduce repayment risk 
and strengthen the overall credit, substantial caution must be taken to avoid reliance on any 
nonrecurring income sources.  In evaluating cash flow available for debt service, capital 
gains and other nonrecurring income should be scrutinized carefully, appropriately 
discounted from the analysis, and not relied upon for required debt service coverage.  
Furthermore, the stability/reliability of the recurring income sources should be addressed in the 
loan underwriting process, with correspondingly less weight given to income sources that the 
lender has minimal ability to secure or control. 
 
Repayment Through Sale of Collateral 
 
Repayment of FCS real estate loans should not be dependent on the sale of the underlying 
collateral.  Real estate loans where repayment is dependent on the liquidation of collateral (or 
other real estate) are much more uncertain and volatile in nature and are generally not 
consistent with sound lending practices for an FCS institution.  Such loans require significantly 
increased levels of lending expertise, policy guidance, procedures, underwriting, controls, and 
monitoring.  
 
If an FCS institution has a sound basis for making a rare exception and approves a real estate 
loan where the primary source of repayment is expected to come from the sale of the collateral 
(or other real estate) over time, a principal pay down schedule should be included in the 
approval process and become an integral and controlling part of the loan agreement.  The pay 
down schedule should reflect the lender’s analysis of the applicable marketplace’s absorption 
rate and the resulting timeframe for the sale of individual parcels until the loan balance is fully 
repaid.  It should also include minimum partial release prices for real estate collateral.  The 
release prices should be in excess of the pro rata loan amount and ensure that the lender will 
be repaid in full prior to the release of all collateral and prior to the borrower being allowed to 
withdraw profits or equity investment.  A marketing plan and independent feasibility study should 
also be required to support this type of loan. 
 
If the FCS lender envisions occasional partial release of collateral, applicable loan conditions or 
covenants should be established and enforced to ensure sufficient loan pay down and 
appropriate ongoing control, monitoring, and valuation of the remaining collateral. 
 
Loan Structure and Terms  
 
The loan structure and terms should match the customer’s agricultural needs, the intended loan 
purpose, and the expected source of repayment.  Loans should be structured with regularly-
scheduled principal and interest installments based on an appropriate amortization schedule 
and considering the borrower’s income stream.  Short-term real estate loans or balloon 
maturities should be tied to a specific strategy to mitigate risk or meet the specific appropriate 
needs of a customer.  Applicant loan requests that include minimal down-payment or 
amortization requirements, interest only payments, and/or short-term balloon payments may 
suggest that the applicant’s financing needs are not agricultural and may result in excessive risk 
to the lender.  Such loans require careful scrutiny and a more thorough underwriting process to 
explain and justify the related circumstances. 
 



If a System institution is financing an applicant who is less than a full-time farmer and whose 
agricultural real estate being financed has a high probability of being developed, the loan should 
be structured in a manner that provides for the institution to exit the relationship before any 
development occurs. 
 
Customer Risk 
 
Customer risk to FCS institutions can materially increase when applicants are realtors, 
developers, attorneys, or others with minimal ties to agriculture, limited farming activities, or 
significant land-in-transition activities.  These types of borrowers are frequently more motivated 
to set up single-purpose limited liability entities in an effort to limit their personal liability 
exposure.  They may also strongly desire limited personal guarantees and decline to offer 
spousal signatures or guarantees.   
 
An accurate financial position of this type of “professional” customer can be much more difficult 
to determine due to interests in multiple legal entities and projects, many of which may be 
minority interests that are typically difficult to verify and accurately value.  In general, these 
types of minority interests also have limited accessibility and value in a loan workout or 
collection scenario. 
 
Collectively, these customer factors require a substantially higher level of lender experience, 
expertise, and analysis to adequately identify and understand the full comprehensive financial 
position and performance of the customer and all of the related risks.  FCS institutions should 
only finance customers and credits that they are fully equipped to successfully analyze, 
underwrite, structure, service, and collect (whether as an originator or a participant). 
 
Stress Testing  
 
Recent adverse and unstable economic and market conditions have reinforced the need for 
proactive stress testing of loans and portfolios.  The credit analysis of larger and more complex 
loans should routinely include stress testing of key variables, e.g., interest rates, income, 
expenses, land values, etc.  Similarly, FCS institutions should routinely stress test various 
portfolio segments to proactively evaluate concentration risks and the vulnerability of their 
portfolio segments to various potential adversities. 
 
Risk Management 
 
FCS institutions that engage in lending on land in transition should have particularly strong loan 
portfolio management processes in place to proactively identify, manage, and mitigate the 
elevated risks associated with this type of financing.  The depth and sophistication of land-in-
transition-related lending policy guidance and supporting processes should be commensurate 
with the level of existing and/or planned lending activity in this area.  Attachment II outlines 
specific examination guidance for evaluating portfolio risk management, loan underwriting, and 
loan servicing practices applicable to land-in-transition financing. 
 
 
 
December 10, 2009 Thomas G. McKenzie 
Date Thomas G. McKenzie  
 Chief Examiner     



Attachment I 
 

Interagency Guidelines 
 
The Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies (Interagency Guidelines) provided 
in the embedded files below represent the longstanding, industry-wide regulatory safety and 
soundness guidance for real estate lending by U.S. commercial lenders, including any land-in-
transition financing.  The concepts and direction contained in these Interagency Guidelines 
represent sound banking practices in the financial services industry.  The Interagency 
Guidelines are broad and cover a wide range of real estate lending activities, not all of which are 
applicable to FCS institutions.  Nevertheless, System institutions engaging in land-in-transition 
lending (or other applicable real estate lending) should do so under board policy direction which 
fully considers the standards and criteria set forth in the Interagency Guidelines.  
 
The following table from the Interagency Guidelines, with parenthetical additions to correlate 
with FCS lending activities, has particular relevance for institutions when establishing 
underwriting standards and appropriate board policies.  Examiners should consider these 
maximum LTV limits and other relevant guidance found in the Interagency Guidelines as they 
conclude on the safety and soundness of FCS institution lending practices.   
 
 

Interagency Guidelines -- Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits 
Real Estate Loan Category Loan-to-Value Limit 
Raw land (including typical land in transition) 65% 
Land development (acquisition plus development costs) 75% 
Construction:   
    Commercial, multifamily, and other nonresidential 80% 
    1- to 4-family residential 85% 
Improved property (including traditional income-producing agricultural real estate) 85% 

 
 

• FDIC regulations containing the Interagency Guidelines: 
 

   
 
• OCC Handbook section containing the Interagency Guidelines: 

  

   



Attachment II 
 

Examination Considerations for Evaluating Land-in-Transition Financing 
 
This attachment supplements the more general guidance provided in the body of this 
Examination Bulletin by providing more specific examination considerations for evaluating FCS 
land-in-transition lending activity (or other similar FCS real estate lending).  These 
considerations are categorized into three areas – portfolio management, loan underwriting, and 
loan servicing. 
 
Portfolio Management Considerations  
 
FCS institutions engaging in land-in-transition lending should have correspondingly strong 
portfolio management processes in place to proactively identify, manage, and mitigate the 
unique and increased risks associated with this lending activity.  Factors to evaluate include: 
 

• Are related policy guidance, procedures, and internal controls of sufficient specificity, 
quality, and depth?  Related considerations include: 

 Are these items developed commensurate with the level of existing and planned 
lending activity in this area? 

 Is the institution’s lending guidance consistent with the guidance provided in this 
Examination Bulletin? 

 Does this lending guidance appropriately address and conform to the regulatory 
guidance provided in FCA’s May 28, 2009 Bookletter No. 58 entitled “Financing 
Agricultural Land in Transition (in the Path of Development) – Eligibility and 
Scope of Financing Considerations”? 

 Is the policy direction established by the board of directors consistent with 
supporting management procedures and internal controls? 

 
• Does the institution have adequate underwriting direction in place for this portfolio 
segment?  Related considerations include: 

 Are the underwriting standards/criteria approved by the board of directors? 
 Does the risk appetite in this area fit the institution’s risk-bearing ability? 
 Are the applicable underwriting standards/criteria clear and measurable? 
 Are cash flow and repayment capacity sufficiently emphasized? 
 Has the board established appropriate LTV limits (e.g., <=65%)?  Were 

maximum advance rate per acre limits adopted (or considered) as a 
supplemental underwriting control?  Were all relevant risk factors considered in 
determining these limits? 

• Do institution management and staff have sufficient lending expertise to appropriately 
support their lending activity in this area? 

• Has the institution considered and established appropriate portfolio concentrations limits 
for this type of lending? 

• Are related loan underwriting exceptions actively tracked, analyzed, and reported to 
senior management and the board? 

• Is a loan coding/identification process in place that facilitates accurate identification and 
reporting of the volume of land-in-transition loans? 



• Does management conduct appropriate stress testing of this portfolio segment? 

• Does management actively monitor applicable real estate market conditions and trends, 
including market supply and demand factors?  Are applicable real estate valuation 
trends actively tracked and considered? 

• Does the internal credit review function timely and sufficiently evaluate this portfolio 
segment? 

• Are sufficient monitoring and reporting processes in place to actively oversee and report 
on the nature, volume, quality, and performance of this portfolio segment? 

 
Loan Underwriting Considerations  
 
FCS underwriting of land-in-transition (or other similar FCS real estate) loans should address all 
typical credit factors and issues applicable to traditional FCS real estate lending.  The following 
items, however, warrant particular attention: 
 

• Is the purpose of the loan clearly and accurately captured in the underwriting analysis?  
Does the institution properly recognize the account as a land-in-transition loan? 

• Does the underwriting analysis adequately emphasize the importance of sufficient 
recurring and sustainable cash flow and repayment capacity?  Considerations include: 

 Does the analysis discuss the agricultural income-generating capacity of the 
collateral? 

 How significant is the land’s agricultural net production income relative to the 
corresponding debt service requirements when amortized over a reasonable time 
period? 

 Is there a secondary source of repayment?  Is it a recurring and stable income 
source? 

 Have capital gains, or any other nonrecurring income, been appropriately 
discounted in the analysis and thus not relied upon for meeting debt service 
requirements? 

 Has the institution ensured that loan repayment is not dependent on the sale of 
the underlying collateral or of other real estate?  If the institution has a loan 
granted (on a rare exception basis) where loan repayment is materially 
dependent on the sale of the collateral or other real estate, has this loan been 
properly supported by an appropriate principal pay down schedule, marketing 
plan, and independent feasibility study? 

• Is the LTV level appropriate for the unique risk factors of this credit (including sufficiently 
below the institution’s policy standard when appropriate)?  If the appraised value 
exceeded the current purchase price of the collateral, was the LTV advance rate applied 
to the lower of the purchased price or appraised value? 

• Is there documented support for the level of the borrower’s hard equity investment (i.e., 
cash or other tangible collateral)?  Does this hard equity investment represent at least 35 
percent of the lesser of the purchase price or appraised value? 

• Has customer risk been adequately evaluated and addressed?  Considerations include: 

 Does the underwriting analysis address all relevant customer risk factors? 
 If the borrowing entity is structured as a legal entity, have the principals cosigned 

or guaranteed the loan?  If guarantees are used, what is the quality of these 



guarantees (e.g., guarantee performance throughout the life of the loan or only 
actionable after liquidation of collateral, unlimited or limited in dollar amount, full 
guarantees or limited to pro rata interests or other criteria, etc.)? 

 Are spouses included as cosigners or guarantors (or not at all)? 
 Are the financial statements of sufficient quality given the size and complexity of 

the account and borrower? 
 Are applicable financial statements properly consolidated and analyzed? 
 Have assets, liabilities, and income been adequately verified?  How stable are 

the asset values and income sources and levels? 
 If applicable, has the generally limited practical value of minority interests in 

multiple legal entities been acknowledged/addressed? 

• Does the appraisal provide adequate and appropriate support for the loan?  
Considerations include: 

 Does the appraisal include an income capitalization approach to valuation? 
 Does the appraisal identify the highest and best use of the property? 
 Does the appraised value anticipate subdivision, change in use, and/or resale of 

the property?  If so, is it supported by sufficient related analysis?  Is the 
appraised value consistent with current zoning, or is it dependent upon an 
assumed or projected change in zoning? 

 Has the property been recently sold or subdivided?  Did the price or appraised 
value increase significantly?  Were the buyer and seller related in any way 
(including any common shareholders/members)? 

 Are the comparable sales relied on also land-in-transition properties with high 
valuations? 

 Are a few buyers controlling or impacting sales prices and values in the area or is 
the market widely diversified?  

• Has sufficient research (via the Internet or otherwise) been completed to ensure the 
institution has an accurate and complete understanding of the borrower’s plans for the 
property, including any potential development plans? 

• Does the underwriting analysis include stress testing of various key variables, e.g., 
interest rates, income, expenses, land values, etc.? 

• Does the underwriting analysis evaluate and address applicable real estate market risks 
relevant to the subject property? 

• If this is a purchased loan interest, did the institution complete its own independent and 
thorough analysis of the credit? 

• Are overall loan terms and conditions appropriate?  Considerations include: 

 Is the term of the loan appropriate for the underlying collateral?  Does it match an 
agricultural purpose? 

 Are there regularly-scheduled principal and interest payments based on an 
appropriate amortization schedule?  

 If a short-term or balloon structure is used, is it tied to a specific strategy to 
mitigate risk or meet an appropriate need of the customer?  If booked as a Title I 
loan, is the loan term at least 5 years in length (as required by law and 
regulations)? 

 Are financial loan covenants in place (e.g., minimum net worth level or equity 
percentage, minimal debt service coverage, etc.)?  Is a maximum LTV level 
established? 



 Is loan pricing appropriate based on market conditions and the loan’s risk 
factors? 

 If occasional partial releases of collateral are anticipated, are appropriate 
corresponding loan conditions or covenants established? 

 



Loan Servicing Considerations  
 
Land-in-transition (or other similar FCS real estate) loans generally entail increased ongoing 
risks and can have various loan servicing issues.  Loan servicing actions may indicate changes 
in the risk and should be carefully evaluated accordingly.  While typical loan servicing 
expectations apply, the following considerations warrant particular attention: 
 

• Is the borrower experiencing financial stress due to adverse economic conditions or 
other factors?  Has the borrower requested any form of forbearance (payment deferral, 
extension, reamortization, interest only payments, etc.)? 

• Have any administrative servicing actions caused the loan to remain current when it 
otherwise would have become past due?  Related considerations: 

 Were any such actions fully supported and appropriate to address only 
temporary cash flow issues? 

 Were updated financial statements obtained and thoroughly analyzed? 
 Is the borrower current on non-FCS debts, real estate taxes, accounts payables, 

etc.? 
 Is the borrower clearly viable? 
 Did the lender receive appropriate borrower considerations in return (e.g., 

additional collateral, capital injection, additional or strengthened covenants, fees, 
interest rate adjustments, etc.)? 

 Was the servicing action for appropriate loan servicing and risk mitigation 
reasons (and not to defer or potentially mask emerging loan performance 
problems)? 

 If the loan remains “in substance past due” with material weaknesses, has it 
been appropriately considered for nonaccrual status? 

• Have any other loan terms or conditions been modified resulting in the loan being in 
compliance when there otherwise would have been a technical default?  Was this 
servicing action fully supported and appropriate? 

• Has the loan been increased or modified in any way that notably increases the 
dependence on the real estate collateral (including any direct or indirect advances, 
separate notes, etc.)?  If so, was the action supported by a current appraisal (generally 
less than 12 months old or more current if warranted by market conditions)? 

 If additional loan advances were granted, were the proceeds used to meet FCS 
debt service requirements or was the borrower allowed to reduce his/her equity 
in the real estate collateral? 

• If partial releases of collateral are allowed for in the loan documents or have otherwise 
been permitted: 

 Are minimum release prices set by formula and determined so as to require 
accelerated pay down of the loan or do they permit the borrower to remove 
capital gains/profits and/or otherwise reduce borrower equity in the property? 

 Is the value of the remaining collateral supported by sufficient updated/current 
appraisals? 

• Are current financial statements periodically obtained and analyzed as necessary to 
monitor and manage the risk in the account (customer risk, financial trends, cash flow 
sufficiency, etc.)? 



• Are the loan’s assigned risk rating, loss given default, performance status, and potential 
specific allowance needs periodically reviewed and updated as necessary to reflect 
current conditions and risks? 

• If the loan declines to a criticized credit classification or worse, is an applicable loan 
service plan developed to proactively address and mitigate loan weaknesses? 

 
Note:  The issues and considerations addressed above are not intended to be all 
inclusive.  Rather, this document combined with the Interagency Guidelines (included in 
Attachment I) and other forms of FCA guidance are collectively intended to provide 
applicable guidance on this topic. 
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FCA Examination Bulletin:  2009-2  


Subject: Guidance for Evaluating the Safety and Soundness of FCS Real Estate 
Lending (Focusing on Land in Transition) 


 
 
PURPOSE 
 
Farm Credit System (FCS or System) institutions have a fundamental responsibility to ensure any 
proposed financing of agricultural land in transition is both 1) safe and sound and 2) permissible.  This 
Examination Bulletin provides safety and soundness guidance to Farm Credit Administration (FCA) 
examiners for evaluating FCS real estate lending, with a focus on “land in transition.”  In so doing, it 
provides further guidance on FCA’s regulatory requirements for lending policies and underwriting 
standards found in FCA Regulation 614.4150.  This Examination Bulletin is designed to complement 
FCA Bookletter No. 58 “Financing Agricultural Land in Transition (in the Path of Development) -- 
Eligibility and Scope of Financing Considerations,” which provided related eligibility and scope of 
financing criteria.  Both of these documents need to be referenced for their respective purposes. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
As defined in Bookletter No. 58, “land in transition” is agricultural land that lies in the path of 
development.  It is land that is at some stage in the process of transitioning from a primarily 
agricultural (including timber) use to some form of residential or commercial use.  The per acre land 
value is typically higher than traditional agricultural land, with the valuation generally driven by the 
land’s future development value or other factors that are not tied to the historic or projected cash flow 
from the real estate’s agricultural production.  An appraisal is likely to indicate that the highest and 
best use of the real estate is other than agricultural.   
 
Lending on land in transition can pose unique and higher risks than traditional agricultural loans due 
to various factors, including those related to the nature of the collateral, the type and nature of the 
customer, and the lender’s underwriting experience.  These risks are further accentuated during 
adverse economic times.  While financing land in transition may occur, the FCA has consistently 
directed that FCS institutions may not provide development financing that converts agricultural land to 
non-agricultural uses, except in very rare instances.   
 
While FCS institutions have latitude to engage in appropriate lending activities to meet eligible bona 
fide farmers’ credit needs, it is not the intent of FCA to encourage land-in-transition lending through 
the issuance of this document.  Any System institution that engages in this type of lending must 
do so in a safe and sound manner.   
 
CONSISTENCY WITH INTERAGENCY GUIDELINES 
 
FCA considered many sources as it developed the safety and soundness expectations in this 
Examination Bulletin.  In addition to the best practices observed in some FCS institutions, the Agency 
considered the standards established by the other Federal financial regulators.  These regulators 
have issued “Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies” (Interagency Guidelines).  
These Interagency Guidelines provide consistent regulatory criteria for real estate lending.  The 
Interagency Guidelines are provided in Attachment I.  Examiners should consider the additional 
direction provided in the Interagency Guidelines, particularly for those institutions with lending 
activities involving land in transition.  It is noteworthy that the expectations in this Examination Bulletin 
are consistent with the expectations applied by other Federal regulators.   
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SAFETY AND SOUNDNESS GUIDANCE  
 
As noted above, any System institution that engages in land-in-transition financing must do so 
in a safe and sound manner.  Appropriate oversight of this lending activity would include develop-
ment of sufficient board policy guidance, supporting procedures, and corresponding control processes 
(including adequate monitoring and reporting), consistent with the requirements of FCA Regulation 
614.4150.  The depth of this lending guidance and supporting processes should be commensurate 
with the level of actual and/or planned lending activity in this area. 
 
Financing land in transition poses higher and unique risks that FCS institutions must specifically 
address in their underwriting and risk management practices.  Of particular concern are risks related 
to collateral, repayment capacity, and borrower character.  When evaluating land-in-transition lending 
activities, examiners should consider whether the FCS institution has adequately addressed and 
controlled these risks as discussed in the following sections. 
 
Loan-to-Value Limits 
 
FCS institutions must establish appropriate loan-to-value (LTV) limits through board-approved 
underwriting standards.  LTV limits are one of the key controls an institution board must establish for 
real estate lending.  The Interagency Guidelines contain a table that provides the maximum real 
estate LTV limits established by other Federal banking regulators (see Attachment I).  FCA examiners 
should carefully evaluate FCS board-approved underwriting standards considering the limits used by 
other Federal banking regulators.  Any FCS LTV standards for land in transition that are less 
restrictive than the corresponding 65 percent regulatory maximum applicable to other commercial 
lenders should be carefully scrutinized.  
 
An institution’s policy direction on LTV limits should reflect a direct and critically-important 
correlation between the strength of the cash flow that underlies the real estate and the 
corresponding maximum LTV limit.  For example, most land in transition has limited cash flow 
relative to its market value.  In contrast, most farmland that is being actively used for agricultural 
production has substantial cash flow relative to its market value.  Since the cash flow on land in 
transition is typically low relative to its appraised value, the LTV limit should be correspondingly lower. 
 
For the reasons mentioned above as well as the inherent risk associated with lending on land in 
transition, FCA examiners should expect to see significant LTV restraint by FCS institutions and 
failure to do so could be considered unsafe and unsound.  Conservatism in this area is particularly 
important as land-in-transition financing involves high-risk characteristics as discussed in this 
Examination Bulletin (including typically limited cash flow relative to market value) and requires 
specialized lending experience to properly control and manage the risk in this market segment.  
Recent history has shown that loans on land in transition have a high loss given default, which also 
supports the need for a lower LTV limit to control collateral risk. 
 
A maximum advance rate per acre can be an effective additional method of controlling collateral risk.  
Many institutions effectively use dollar-per-acre advance limits on various types of real estate, 
particularly when the property’s cash flow is low relative to market value.  Maximum advance per acre 
limits are frequently used in combination with LTV limits, with the lower limit applied for underwriting 
purposes.  
 
Valuation of Real Estate Collateral  
 
Under FCA Regulations, the valuation of collateral requires consideration of the income capitalization 
approach either through the formal appraisal or through the underwriting process.  A discussion of the 
income-generating ability of the real estate frequently serves to help identify the property as land in 
transition.  While an appraiser may determine the income capitalization approach is not applicable for 
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valuation purposes, the agricultural income-generating capability, or lack thereof, should be clearly 
identified, carefully considered in the lending decision, and fully addressed in the underwriting 
process. 
 
The following are other key collateral and appraisal-related factors: 
 
• The appraisal should always identify the highest and best use of the property.  If the highest and 


best use is other than agricultural production, this should be clearly identified and addressed in 
the loan underwriting analysis. 


 
• If the appraised value is based upon future subdivision and resale of property, utmost caution 


should be used.  Moreover, that valuation should be supported by a sufficient analysis of related 
costs, projected sales prices, and the anticipated timing and duration of sales.  Use of valuations 
that are dependent on future zoning changes is not appropriate. 


 
• The property’s sales history, including past ownership and sale prices, should be addressed in the 


appraisal or within the loan underwriting analysis.  Sales between any related buyers and sellers 
must be carefully scrutinized and only relied on if independent arms-length pricing can be 
confirmed. 


 
• Appraised values that are higher than the current purchase price require extreme scrutiny and 


explanation.  Moreover, an appropriate LTV advance rate should be established and applied 
against the lower of the purchase price or the appraised value. 


 
Agricultural Production and Debt Service Coverage 
 
Agricultural land should generally sustain production activities that generate sufficient income to 
support reasonable debt service coverage.  Land values that cannot be supported by income 
generated by the production activities on that land are subject to increased volatility and risk, requiring 
further support from the borrower’s other available and sustainable income sources.  System 
institutions’ real estate lending policies, procedures, and lending practices should reflect a direct 
correlation between the property’s cash flow available for debt service and approved LTV levels, as 
discussed above.  Furthermore, FCA Regulation 614.4150(g)(1) requires that institutions have loan 
underwriting standards in place that determine whether an applicant has the operational, financial, 
and management resources necessary to repay the debt from cash flow. 
 
In addition to the subject property’s cash flow, the borrower’s overall repayment capacity can be 
supported based on the borrower’s other available and sustainable sources of debt repayment.  
Appropriately structured and properly underwritten loans can be further supported by cash flow from 
other income sources such as co-borrowers or guarantors.  In all cases, however, examiners should 
ensure that System institutions fully evaluate the quality and stability of the repayment sources and 
establish lending controls to ensure that sufficient supplemental cash flow will be available and 
sustainable to repay the loan. 
 
While stable, recurring cash flow from these supplemental sources can reduce repayment risk and 
strengthen the overall credit, substantial caution must be taken to avoid reliance on any nonrecurring 
income sources.  In evaluating cash flow available for debt service, capital gains and other 
nonrecurring income should be scrutinized carefully, appropriately discounted from the 
analysis, and not relied upon for required debt service coverage.  Furthermore, the 
stability/reliability of the recurring income sources should be addressed in the loan underwriting 
process, with correspondingly less weight given to income sources that the lender has minimal ability 
to secure or control. 
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Repayment Through Sale of Collateral 
 
Repayment of FCS real estate loans should not be dependent on the sale of the underlying collateral.  
Real estate loans where repayment is dependent on the liquidation of collateral (or other real estate) 
are much more uncertain and volatile in nature and are generally not consistent with sound lending 
practices for an FCS institution.  Such loans require significantly increased levels of lending expertise, 
policy guidance, procedures, underwriting, controls, and monitoring.  
 
If an FCS institution has a sound basis for making a rare exception and approves a real estate loan 
where the primary source of repayment is expected to come from the sale of the collateral (or other 
real estate) over time, a principal pay down schedule should be included in the approval process and 
become an integral and controlling part of the loan agreement.  The pay down schedule should reflect 
the lender’s analysis of the applicable marketplace’s absorption rate and the resulting timeframe for 
the sale of individual parcels until the loan balance is fully repaid.  It should also include minimum 
partial release prices for real estate collateral.  The release prices should be in excess of the pro rata 
loan amount and ensure that the lender will be repaid in full prior to the release of all collateral and 
prior to the borrower being allowed to withdraw profits or equity investment.  A marketing plan and 
independent feasibility study should also be required to support this type of loan. 
 
If the FCS lender envisions occasional partial release of collateral, applicable loan conditions or 
covenants should be established and enforced to ensure sufficient loan pay down and appropriate 
ongoing control, monitoring, and valuation of the remaining collateral. 
 
Loan Structure and Terms  
 
The loan structure and terms should match the customer’s agricultural needs, the intended loan 
purpose, and the expected source of repayment.  Loans should be structured with 
regularly-scheduled principal and interest installments based on an appropriate amortization schedule 
and considering the borrower’s income stream.  Short-term real estate loans or balloon maturities 
should be tied to a specific strategy to mitigate risk or meet the specific appropriate needs of a 
customer.  Applicant loan requests that include minimal down-payment or amortization requirements, 
interest only payments, and/or short-term balloon payments may suggest that the applicant’s 
financing needs are not agricultural and may result in excessive risk to the lender.  Such loans require 
careful scrutiny and a more thorough underwriting process to explain and justify the related 
circumstances. 
 
If a System institution is financing an applicant who is less than a full-time farmer and whose 
agricultural real estate being financed has a high probability of being developed, the loan should be 
structured in a manner that provides for the institution to exit the relationship before any development 
occurs. 
 
Customer Risk 
 
Customer risk to FCS institutions can materially increase when applicants are realtors, developers, 
attorneys, or others with minimal ties to agriculture, limited farming activities, or significant land-in-
transition activities.  These types of borrowers are frequently more motivated to set up single-purpose 
limited liability entities in an effort to limit their personal liability exposure.  They may also strongly 
desire limited personal guarantees and decline to offer spousal signatures or guarantees.   
 
An accurate financial position of this type of “professional” customer can be much more difficult to 
determine due to interests in multiple legal entities and projects, many of which may be minority 
interests that are typically difficult to verify and accurately value.  In general, these types of minority 
interests also have limited accessibility and value in a loan workout or collection scenario. 
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Collectively, these customer factors require a substantially higher level of lender experience, 
expertise, and analysis to adequately identify and understand the full comprehensive financial 
position and performance of the customer and all of the related risks.  FCS institutions should only 
finance customers and credits that they are fully equipped to successfully analyze, underwrite, 
structure, service, and collect (whether as an originator or a participant). 
 
Stress Testing  
 
Recent adverse and unstable economic and market conditions have reinforced the need for proactive 
stress testing of loans and portfolios.  The credit analysis of larger and more complex loans should 
routinely include stress testing of key variables, e.g., interest rates, income, expenses, land values, 
etc.  Similarly, FCS institutions should routinely stress test various portfolio segments to proactively 
evaluate concentration risks and the vulnerability of their portfolio segments to various potential 
adversities. 
 
Risk Management 
 
FCS institutions that engage in lending on land in transition should have particularly strong loan 
portfolio management processes in place to proactively identify, manage, and mitigate the elevated 
risks associated with this type of financing.  The depth and sophistication of land-in-transition-related 
lending policy guidance and supporting processes should be commensurate with the level of existing 
and/or planned lending activity in this area.  Attachment II outlines specific examination guidance for 
evaluating portfolio risk management, loan underwriting, and loan servicing practices applicable to 
land-in-transition financing. 
 


 
 
 


December 10, 2009                                                                                  Thomas G. McKenzie 
Date  Thomas G. McKenzie 
  Chief Examiner 







Attachment I 
 


Interagency Guidelines 
 
The Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies (Interagency Guidelines) provided in the 
embedded files below represent the longstanding, industry-wide regulatory safety and soundness 
guidance for real estate lending by U.S. commercial lenders, including any land-in-transition 
financing.  The concepts and direction contained in these Interagency Guidelines represent sound 
banking practices in the financial services industry.  The Interagency Guidelines are broad and cover 
a wide range of real estate lending activities, not all of which are applicable to FCS institutions.  
Nevertheless, System institutions engaging in land-in-transition lending (or other applicable real 
estate lending) should do so under board policy direction which fully considers the standards and 
criteria set forth in the Interagency Guidelines.  
 
The following table from the Interagency Guidelines, with parenthetical additions to correlate with FCS 
lending activities, has particular relevance for institutions when establishing underwriting standards 
and appropriate board policies.  Examiners should consider these maximum LTV limits and other 
relevant guidance found in the Interagency Guidelines as they conclude on the safety and soundness 
of FCS institution lending practices.   
 


Interagency Guidelines -- Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits 


Real Estate Loan Category Loan-to-Value 
Limit 


Raw land (including typical land in transition) 65% 


Land development (acquisition plus development costs) 75% 


Construction:   


    Commercial, multifamily, and other nonresidential 80% 


    1- to 4-family residential 85% 


Improved property (including traditional income-producing agricultural real estate) 85% 


 
 
• FDIC regulations containing the Interagency Guidelines: 
 


FDIC REG 365-Real 
Estate Lending Stand


 
 
• OCC Handbook section containing the Interagency Guidelines: 


Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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Attachment II 
 


Examination Considerations for Evaluating Land-in-Transition Financing 
 
This attachment supplements the more general guidance provided in the body of this Examination 
Bulletin by providing more specific examination considerations for evaluating FCS land-in-transition 
lending activity (or other similar FCS real estate lending).  These considerations are categorized into 
three areas – portfolio management, loan underwriting, and loan servicing. 
 
Portfolio Management Considerations  
 
FCS institutions engaging in land-in-transition lending should have correspondingly strong portfolio 
management processes in place to proactively identify, manage, and mitigate the unique and 
increased risks associated with this lending activity.  Factors to evaluate include: 
 
• Are related policy guidance, procedures, and internal controls of sufficient specificity, quality, and 


depth?  Related considerations include: 
 Are these items developed commensurate with the level of existing and planned lending 


activity in this area? 
 Is the institution’s lending guidance consistent with the guidance provided in this Examination 


Bulletin? 
 Does this lending guidance appropriately address and conform to the regulatory guidance 


provided in FCA’s May 28, 2009 Bookletter No. 58 entitled “Financing Agricultural Land in 
Transition (in the Path of Development) – Eligibility and Scope of Financing Considerations”? 


 Is the policy direction established by the board of directors consistent with supporting 
management procedures and internal controls? 
 


• Does the institution have adequate underwriting direction in place for this portfolio segment?  
Related considerations include: 


 Are the underwriting standards/criteria approved by the board of directors? 
 Does the risk appetite in this area fit the institution’s risk-bearing ability? 
 Are the applicable underwriting standards/criteria clear and measurable? 
 Are cash flow and repayment capacity sufficiently emphasized? 
 Has the board established appropriate LTV limits (e.g., <=65%)?  Were maximum advance 


rate per acre limits adopted (or considered) as a supplemental underwriting control?  Were all 
relevant risk factors considered in determining these limits? 


• Do institution management and staff have sufficient lending expertise to appropriately support 
their lending activity in this area? 


• Has the institution considered and established appropriate portfolio concentrations limits for this 
type of lending? 


• Are related loan underwriting exceptions actively tracked, analyzed, and reported to senior 
management and the board? 


• Is a loan coding/identification process in place that facilitates accurate identification and reporting 
of the volume of land-in-transition loans? 


• Does management conduct appropriate stress testing of this portfolio segment? 


• Does management actively monitor applicable real estate market conditions and trends, including 
market supply and demand factors?  Are applicable real estate valuation trends actively tracked 
and considered? 
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• Does the internal credit review function timely and sufficiently evaluate this portfolio segment? 


• Are sufficient monitoring and reporting processes in place to actively oversee and report on the 
nature, volume, quality, and performance of this portfolio segment? 


 
Loan Underwriting Considerations  
 
FCS underwriting of land-in-transition (or other similar FCS real estate) loans should address all 
typical credit factors and issues applicable to traditional FCS real estate lending.  The following items, 
however, warrant particular attention: 
 
• Is the purpose of the loan clearly and accurately captured in the underwriting analysis?  Does the 


institution properly recognize the account as a land-in-transition loan? 


• Does the underwriting analysis adequately emphasize the importance of sufficient recurring and 
sustainable cash flow and repayment capacity?  Considerations include: 


 Does the analysis discuss the agricultural income-generating capacity of the collateral? 
 How significant is the land’s agricultural net production income relative to the corresponding 


debt service requirements when amortized over a reasonable time period? 
 Is there a secondary source of repayment?  Is it a recurring and stable income source? 
 Have capital gains, or any other nonrecurring income, been appropriately discounted in the 


analysis and thus not relied upon for meeting debt service requirements? 
 Has the institution ensured that loan repayment is not dependent on the sale of the underlying 


collateral or of other real estate?  If the institution has a loan granted (on a rare exception 
basis) where loan repayment is materially dependent on the sale of the collateral or other real 
estate, has this loan been properly supported by an appropriate principal pay down schedule, 
marketing plan, and independent feasibility study? 


• Is the LTV level appropriate for the unique risk factors of this credit (including sufficiently below 
the institution’s policy standard when appropriate)?  If the appraised value exceeded the current 
purchase price of the collateral, was the LTV advance rate applied to the lower of the purchased 
price or appraised value? 


• Is there documented support for the level of the borrower’s hard equity investment (i.e., cash or 
other tangible collateral)?  Does this hard equity investment represent at least 35 percent of the 
lesser of the purchase price or appraised value? 


• Has customer risk been adequately evaluated and addressed?  Considerations include: 
 Does the underwriting analysis address all relevant customer risk factors? 
 If the borrowing entity is structured as a legal entity, have the principals cosigned or 


guaranteed the loan?  If guarantees are used, what is the quality of these guarantees (e.g., 
guarantee performance throughout the life of the loan or only actionable after liquidation of 
collateral, unlimited or limited in dollar amount, full guarantees or limited to pro rata interests 
or other criteria, etc.)? 


 Are spouses included as cosigners or guarantors (or not at all)? 
 Are the financial statements of sufficient quality given the size and complexity of the account 


and borrower? 
 Are applicable financial statements properly consolidated and analyzed? 
 Have assets, liabilities, and income been adequately verified?  How stable are the asset 


values and income sources and levels? 
 If applicable, has the generally limited practical value of minority interests in multiple legal 


entities been acknowledged/addressed? 


• Does the appraisal provide adequate and appropriate support for the loan?  Considerations 
include: 
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 Does the appraisal include an income capitalization approach to valuation? 
 Does the appraisal identify the highest and best use of the property? 
 Does the appraised value anticipate subdivision, change in use, and/or resale of the property?  


If so, is it supported by sufficient related analysis?  Is the appraised value consistent with 
current zoning, or is it dependent upon an assumed or projected change in zoning? 


 Has the property been recently sold or subdivided?  Did the price or appraised value increase 
significantly?  Were the buyer and seller related in any way (including any common 
shareholders/members)? 


 Are the comparable sales relied on also land-in-transition properties with high valuations? 
 Are a few buyers controlling or impacting sales prices and values in the area or is the market 


widely diversified?  


• Has sufficient research (via the Internet or otherwise) been completed to ensure the institution has 
an accurate and complete understanding of the borrower’s plans for the property, including any 
potential development plans? 


• Does the underwriting analysis include stress testing of various key variables, e.g., interest rates, 
income, expenses, land values, etc.? 


• Does the underwriting analysis evaluate and address applicable real estate market risks relevant 
to the subject property? 


• If this is a purchased loan interest, did the institution complete its own independent and thorough 
analysis of the credit? 


• Are overall loan terms and conditions appropriate?  Considerations include: 
 Is the term of the loan appropriate for the underlying collateral?  Does it match an agricultural 


purpose? 
 Are there regularly-scheduled principal and interest payments based on an appropriate 


amortization schedule?  
 If a short-term or balloon structure is used, is it tied to a specific strategy to mitigate risk or 


meet an appropriate need of the customer?  If booked as a Title I loan, is the loan term at 
least 5 years in length (as required by law and regulations)? 


 Are financial loan covenants in place (e.g., minimum net worth level or equity percentage, 
minimal debt service coverage, etc.)?  Is a maximum LTV level established? 


 Is loan pricing appropriate based on market conditions and the loan’s risk factors? 
 If occasional partial releases of collateral are anticipated, are appropriate corresponding loan 


conditions or covenants established? 
 
Loan Servicing Considerations  
 
Land-in-transition (or other similar FCS real estate) loans generally entail increased ongoing risks and 
can have various loan servicing issues.  Loan servicing actions may indicate changes in the risk and 
should be carefully evaluated accordingly.  While typical loan servicing expectations apply, the 
following considerations warrant particular attention: 
 
• Is the borrower experiencing financial stress due to adverse economic conditions or other factors?  


Has the borrower requested any form of forbearance (payment deferral, extension, 
reamortization, interest only payments, etc.)? 


• Have any administrative servicing actions caused the loan to remain current when it otherwise 
would have become past due?  Related considerations: 


 Were any such actions fully supported and appropriate to address only temporary cash flow 
issues? 


 Were updated financial statements obtained and thoroughly analyzed? 
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 Is the borrower current on non-FCS debts, real estate taxes, accounts payables, etc.? 
 Is the borrower clearly viable? 
 Did the lender receive appropriate borrower considerations in return (e.g., additional collateral, 


capital injection, additional or strengthened covenants, fees, interest rate adjustments, etc.)? 
 Was the servicing action for appropriate loan servicing and risk mitigation reasons (and not to 


defer or potentially mask emerging loan performance problems)? 
 If the loan remains “in substance past due” with material weaknesses, has it been 


appropriately considered for nonaccrual status? 


• Have any other loan terms or conditions been modified resulting in the loan being in compliance 
when there otherwise would have been a technical default?  Was this servicing action fully 
supported and appropriate? 


• Has the loan been increased or modified in any way that notably increases the dependence on 
the real estate collateral (including any direct or indirect advances, separate notes, etc.)?  If so, 
was the action supported by a current appraisal (generally less than 12 months old or more 
current if warranted by market conditions)? 


 If additional loan advances were granted, were the proceeds used to meet FCS debt service 
requirements or was the borrower allowed to reduce his/her equity in the real estate 
collateral? 


• If partial releases of collateral are allowed for in the loan documents or have otherwise been 
permitted: 


 Are minimum release prices set by formula and determined so as to require accelerated pay 
down of the loan or do they permit the borrower to remove capital gains/profits and/or 
otherwise reduce borrower equity in the property? 


 Is the value of the remaining collateral supported by sufficient updated/current appraisals? 


• Are current financial statements periodically obtained and analyzed as necessary to monitor and 
manage the risk in the account (customer risk, financial trends, cash flow sufficiency, etc.)? 


• Are the loan’s assigned risk rating, loss given default, performance status, and potential specific 
allowance needs periodically reviewed and updated as necessary to reflect current conditions and 
risks? 


• If the loan declines to a criticized credit classification or worse, is an applicable loan service plan 
developed to proactively address and mitigate loan weaknesses? 


 
Note:  The issues and considerations addressed above are not intended to be all inclusive.  
Rather, this document combined with the Interagency Guidelines (included in Attachment I) 
and other forms of FCA guidance are collectively intended to provide applicable guidance on 
this topic. 
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PART 365—REAL ESTATE LENDING STANDARDS  
    Sec. 
    365.1    Purpose and scope.  
    365.2    Real estate lending standards.  
    Appendix A to Part 365—Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies  
 
 
 
  AUTHORITY:  12 U.S.C. 1828(o).  
  SOURCE:  The provisions of this Part 365 appear at 57 Fed. Reg. 62900, December 31, 1992, effective 
March 19, 1993, except as otherwise noted.  
 
§ 365.1 Purpose and scope.  
 
  This part, issued pursuant to section 304 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act 
of 1991, 12 U.S.C. 1828(o), prescribes standards for real estate lending to be used by insured state 
nonmember banks (including state-licensed insured branches of foreign banks) in adopting internal real 
estate lending policies.  
 
[Codified to 12 C.F.R. § 365.1]  
 
 
§ 365.2 Real estate lending standards.  
 
  (a)  Each insured state nonmember bank shall adopt and maintain written policies that establish 
appropriate limits and standards for extensions of credit that are secured by liens on or interests in real 
estate, or that are made for the purpose of financing permanent improvements to real estate.  
  (b)(1)  Real estate lending policies adopted pursuant to this section must:  
      (i)  Be consistent with safe and sound banking practices;  
      (ii)  Be appropriate to the size of the institution and the nature and scope of its operations; and  
      (iii)  Be reviewed and approved by the bank's board of directors at least annually.  
    (2)  The lending policies must establish:  
      (i)  Loan portfolio diversification standards;  
      (ii)  Prudent underwriting standards, including loan-to-value limits, that are clear and measurable;  
      (iii)  Loan administration procedures for the bank's real estate portfolio; and  
      (iv)  Documentation, approval, and reporting requirements to monitor compliance with the bank's real 
estate lending policies.  
  (c)  Each insured state nonmember bank must monitor conditions in the real estate market in its lending 
area to ensure that its real estate lending policies continue to be appropriate for current market 
conditions.  
  (d)  The real estate lending policies adopted pursuant to this section should reflect consideration of the 
Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies established by the federal bank and thrift 
supervisory agencies.  
 
[Codified to 12 C.F.R. § 365.2] 
 


[The page following this is 3179.] 
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Appendix A to Part 365—Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies  
 
  The agencies' regulations require that each insured depository institution adopt and maintain a written 
policy that establishes appropriate limits and standards for all extensions of credit that are secured by 
liens on or interests in real estate or made for the purpose of financing the construction of a building or 
other improvements. 1 These guidelines are intended to assist institutions in the formulation and 
maintenance of a real estate lending policy that is appropriate to the size of the institution and the nature 
and scope of its individual operations, as well as satisfies the requirements of the regulation.  
  Each institution's policies must be comprehensive, and consistent with safe and sound lending practices, 
and must ensure that the institution operates within limits and according to standards that are reviewed 
and approved at least annually by the board of directors. Real estate lending is an integral part of many 
institutions' business plans and, when undertaken in a prudent manner, will not be subject to examiner 
criticism.  
 
Loan Portfolio Management Considerations  
 
  The lending policy should contain a general outline of the scope and distribution of the institution's credit 
facilities and the manner in which real estate loans are made, serviced, and collected. In particular, the 
institution's policies on real estate lending should:  
    
  •  Identify the geographic areas in which the institution will consider lending.  
    
  •  Establish a loan portfolio diversification policy and set limits for real estate loans by type and 
geographic market (e.g., limits on higher risk loans).  
    
  •  Identify appropriate terms and conditions by type of real estate loan.  
    
  •  Establish loan origination and approval procedures, both generally and by size and type of loan.  
    
  •  Establish prudent underwriting standards that are clear and measurable, including loan-to-value limits, 
that are consistent with these supervisory guidelines.  
    
  •  Establish review and approval procedures for exception loans, including loans with loan-to-value 
percentages in excess of supervisory limits.  
    
  •  Establish loan administration procedures, including documentation, disbursement, collateral 
inspection, collection, and loan review.  
    
  •  Establish real estate appraisal and evaluation programs.  
    
  •  Require that management monitor the loan portfolio and provide timely and adequate reports to the 
board of directors.  
  The institution should consider both internal and external factors in the formulation of its loan policies 
and strategic plan. Factors that should be considered include:  
    
  •  The size and financial condition of the institution.  
    
  •  The expertise and size of the lending staff.  
    
  •  The need to avoid undue concentrations of risk.  
    
  •  Compliance with all real estate related laws and regulations, including the Community Reinvestment 
Act, anti-discrimination laws, and for savings associations, the Qualified Thrift Lender test.  
    
  •  Market conditions.  
  The institution should monitor conditions in the real estate markets in its lending area so that it can react 
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quickly to changes in market conditions that are relevant to its lending decisions. Market supply and 
demand factors that should be considered include:  
    
  •  Demographic indicators, including population and employment trends.  
    
  •  Zoning requirements.  
    
  •  Current and projected vacancy, construction, and absorption rates.  
    
  •  Current and projected lease terms, rental rates, and sales prices, including concessions.  
    
  •  Current and projected operating expenses for different types of projects.  
    
  •  Economic indicators, including trends and diversification of the lending area.  
    
  •  Valuation trends, including discount and direct capitalization rates.  
{{12-31-92 p.3180}}  
 
Underwriting Standards  
 
  Prudently underwritten real estate loans should reflect all relevant credit factors, including:  
    
  •  The capacity of the borrower, or income from the underlying property, to adequately service the debt.  
    
  •  The value of the mortgaged property.  
    
  •  The overall creditworthiness of the borrower.  
    
  •  The level of equity invested in the property.  
    
  •  Any secondary sources of repayment.  
    
  •  Any additional collateral or credit enhancements (such as guarantees, mortgage insurance or takeout 
commitments).  
  The lending policies should reflect the level of risk that is acceptable to the board of directors and 
provide clear and measurable underwriting standards that enable the institution's lending staff to evaluate 
these credit factors. The underwriting standards should address:  
    
  •  The maximum loan amount by type of property.  
    
  •  Maximum loan maturities by type of property.  
    
  •  Amortization schedules.  
    
  •  Pricing structure for different types of real estate loans.  
    
  •  Loan-to-value limits by type of property.  
  For development and construction projects, and completed commercial properties, the policy should 
also establish, commensurate with the size and type of the project or property:  
    
  •  Requirements for feasibility studies and sensitivity and risk analyses (e.g., sensitivity of income 
projections to changes in economic variables such as interest rates, vacancy rates, or operating 
expenses).  
    
  •  Minimum requirements for initial investment and maintenance of hard equity by the borrower (e.g., 
cash or unencumbered investment in the underlying property).  







    
  •  Minimum standards for net worth, cash flow, and debt service coverage of the borrower or underlying 
property.  
    
  •  Standards for the acceptability of and limits on non-amortizing loans.  
    
  •  Standards for the acceptability of and limits on the use of interest reserves.  
    
  •  Pre-leasing and pre-sale requirements for income-producing property.  
    
  •  Pre-sale and minimum unit release requirements for non-income-producing property loans.  
    
  •  Limits on partial recourse or nonrecourse loans and requirements for guarantor support.  
    
  •  Requirements for takeout commitments.  
    
  •  Minimum covenants for loan agreements.  
 
Loan Administration  
 
  The institution should also establish loan administration procedures for its real estate portfolio that 
address:  
    
  •  Documentation, including:  
    
  •  Type and frequency of financial statements, including requirements for verification of information 
provided by the borrower.  
    
  •  Type and frequency of collateral evaluations (appraisals and other estimates of value).  
    
  •  Loan closing and disbursement.  
    
  •  Payment processing.  
    
  •  Escrow administration.  
    
  •  Collateral administration.  
    
  •  Loan payoffs.  
    
  •  Collections and foreclosure, including:  
    
  •  Delinquency follow-up procedures.  
    
  •  Foreclosure timing.  
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  •  Extensions and other forms of forbearance.  
    
  •  Acceptance of deeds in lieu of foreclosure.  
    
  •  Claims processing (e.g., seeking recovery on a defaulted loan covered by a government guaranty or 
insurance program).  
    
  •  Servicing and participation agreements.  
 
Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits  







 
  Institutions should establish their own internal loan-to-value limits for real estate loans. These internal 
limits should not exceed the following supervisory limits:  


Loan category Loan-to-value limit (percent)  
Raw land 65  
Land development 75  
Construction:   
  Commercial, multifamily,1 and other non  residential 80  
  1- to 4-family residential 85  
Improved property 85  
Owner-occupied 1- to 4-family and home   equity 2  
 
  1Multifamily construction includes condominiums and cooperatives.  
  2A loan-to-value limit has not been established for permanent mortgage or home equity loans on owner-
occupied, 1- to 4-family residential property. However, for any such loan with a loan-to-value ratio that 
equals or exceeds 90 percent at origination, an institution should require appropriate credit enhancement 
in the form of either mortgage insurance or readily marketable collateral.  
  The supervisory loan-to-value limits should be applied to the underlying property that collateralizes the 
loan. For loans that fund multiple phases of the same real estate project (e.g., a loan for both land 
development and construction of an office building), the appropriate loan-to-value limit is the limit 
applicable to the final phase of the project funded by the loan; however, loan disbursements should not 
exceed actual development or construction outlays. In situations where a loan is fully cross-collateralized 
by two or more properties or is secured by a collateral pool of two or more properties, the appropriate 
maximum loan amount under supervisory loan-to-value limits is the sum of the value of each property, 
less senior liens, multiplied by the appropriate loan-to-value limit for each property. To ensure that 
collateral margins remain within the supervisory limits, lenders should redetermine conformity whenever 
collateral substitutions are made to the collateral pool.  
  In establishing internal loan-to-value limits, each lender is expected to carefully consider the institution-
specific and market factors listed under "Loan Portfolio Management Considerations," as well as any 
other relevant factors, such as the particular subcategory or type of loan. For any subcategory of loans 
that exhibits greater credit risk than the overall category, a lender should consider the establishment of an 
internal loan-to-value limit for that subcategory that is lower than the limit for the overall category.  
  The loan-to-value ratio is only one of several pertinent credit factors to be considered when underwriting 
a real estate loan. Other credit factors to be taken into account are highlighted in the "Underwriting 
Standards" section above. Because of these other factors, the establishment of these supervisory limits 
should not be interpreted to mean that loans at these levels will automatically be considered sound.  
 
Loans in Excess of the Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits  
 
  The agencies recognize that appropriate loan-to-value limits vary not only among categories of real 
estate loans but also among individual loans. Therefore, it may be appropriate in individual cases to 
originate or purchase loans with loan-to-value ratios in  
{{6-30-06 p.3182}}excess of the supervisory loan-to-value limits, based on the support provided by other 
credit factors. Such loans should be identified in the institution's records, and their aggregate amount 
reported at least quarterly to the institution's board of directors. (See additional reporting requirements 
described under "Exceptions to the General Policy.")  
  The aggregate amount of all loans in excess of the supervisory loan-to-value limits should not exceed 







100 percent of total capital. 2 Moreover, within the aggregate limit, total loans for all commercial, 
agricultural, multifamily or other non-1-to-4 family residential properties should not exceed 30 percent of 
total capital. An institution will come under increased supervisory scrutiny as the total of such loans 
approaches these levels.  
  In determining the aggregate amount of such loans, institutions should: (a) Include all loans secured by 
the same property if any one of those loans exceeds the supervisory loan-to-value limits; and (b) include 
the recourse obligation of any such loan sold with recourse. Conversely, a loan should no longer be 
reported to the directors as part of aggregate totals when reduction in principal or senior liens, or 
additional contribution of collateral or equity (e.g., improvements to the real property securing the loan), 
bring the loan-to-value ratio into compliance with supervisory limits.  
 
Excluded Transactions  
 
  The agencies also recognize that there are a number of lending situations in which other factors 
significantly outweigh the need to apply the supervisory loan-to-value limits. These include:  
    
  •  Loans guaranteed or insured by the U.S. government or its agencies, provided that the amount of the 
guaranty or insurance is at least equal to the portion of the loan that exceeds the supervisory loan-to-
value limit.  
    
  •  Loans backed by the full faith and credit of a state government, provided that the amount of the 
assurance is at least equal to the portion of the loan that exceeds the supervisory loan-to-value limit.  
    
  •  Loans guaranteed or insured by a state, municipal or local government, or an agency thereof, 
provided that the amount of the guaranty or insurance is at least equal to the portion of the loan that 
exceeds the supervisory loan-to-value limit, and provided that the lender has determined that the 
guarantor or insurer has the financial capacity and willingness to perform under the terms of the guaranty 
or insurance agreement.  
    
  •  Loans that are to be sold promptly after origination, without recourse, to a financially responsible third 
party.  
    
  •  Loans that are renewed, refinanced, or restructured without the advancement of new funds or an 
increase in the line of credit (except for reasonable closing costs), or loans that are renewed, refinanced, 
or restructured in connection with a workout situation, either with or without the advancement of new 
funds, where consistent with safe and sound banking practices and part of a clearly defined and well-
documented program to achieve orderly liquidation of the debt, reduce risk of loss, or maximize recovery 
on the loan.  
    
  •  Loans that facilitate the sale of real estate acquired by the lender in the ordinary course of collecting a 
debt previously contracted in good faith.  
    
  •  Loans for which a lien on or interest in real property is taken as additional collateral through an 
abundance of caution by the lender (e.g., the institution takes a blanket lien on all or substantially all of 
the assets of the borrower, and the value of the real property is low relative to the aggregate value of all 
other collateral).  
    
  •  Loans, such as working capital loans, where the lender does not rely principally on real estate as 
security and extension of credit is not used to acquire, develop, or construct permanent improvements on 
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real property.  
{{2-28-03 p.3183}}  
  •  Loans for the purpose of financing permanent improvements to real property, but not secured by the 
property, if such security interest is not required by prudent underwriting practice.  
 
Exceptions to the General Lending Policy  
 
  Some provisions should be made for the consideration of loan requests from creditworthy borrowers 
whose credit needs do not fit within the institution's general lending policy. An institution may provide for 
prudently underwritten exceptions to its lending policies, including loan-to-value limits, on a loan-by-loan 
basis. However, any exceptions from the supervisory loan-to-value limits should conform to the aggregate 
limits on such loans discussed above.  
  The board of directors is responsible for establishing standards for the review and approval of exception 
loans. Each institution should establish an appropriate internal process for the review and approval of 
loans that do not conform to its own internal policy standards. The approval of any such loan should be 
supported by a written justification that clearly sets forth all of the relevant credit factors that support the 
underwriting decision. The justification and approval documents for such loans should be maintained as a 
part of the permanent loan file. Each institution should monitor compliance with its real estate lending 
policy and individually report exception loans of a significant size to its board of directors.  
 
Supervisory Review of Real Estate Lending Policies and Practices  
 
  The real estate lending policies of institutions will be evaluated by examiners during the course of their 
examinations to determine if the policies are consistent with safe and sound lending practices, these 
guidelines, and the requirements of the regulation. In evaluating the adequacy of the institution's real 
estate lending policies and practices, examiners will take into consideration the following factors:  
    
  •  The nature and scope of the institution's real estate lending activities.  
    
  •  The size and financial condition of the institution.  
    
  •  The quality of the institution's management and internal controls.  
    
  •  The expertise and size of the lending and loan administration staff.  
    
  •  Market conditions.  
  Lending policy exception reports will also be reviewed by examiners during the course of their 
examinations to determine whether the institutions' exceptions are adequately documented and 
appropriate in light of all of the relevant credit considerations. An excessive volume of exceptions to an 
institution's real estate lending policy may signal a weakening of its underwriting practices, or may 
suggest a need to revise the loan policy.  
 
Definitions  
 
  For the purposes of these Guidelines:  
  Construction loan means an extension of credit for the purpose of erecting or rehabilitating buildings or 
other structures, including any infrastructure necessary for development.  
  Extension of credit or loan means:  
  (1)  The total amount of any loan, line of credit, or other legally binding lending commitment with respect 







to real property; and  
  (2)  The total amount, based on the amount of consideration paid, of any loan, line of credit, or other 
legally binding lending commitment acquired by a lender by purchase, assignment, or otherwise.  
  Improved property loan means an extension of credit secured by one of the following types of real 
property:  
  (1)  Farmland, ranchland or timberland committed to ongoing management and agricultural production;  
  (2)  1- to 4-family residential property that is not owner-occupied;  
  (3)  Residential property containing five or more individual dwelling units;  
{{2-28-03 p.3184}}  
  (4)  Completed commercial property; or  
  (5)  Other income-producing property that has been completed and is available for occupancy and use, 
except income-producing owner-occupied 1- to 4-family residential property.  
  Land development loan means an extension of credit for the purpose of improving unimproved real 
property prior to the erection of structures. The improvement of unimproved real property may include the 
laying or placement of sewers, water pipes, utility cables, streets, and other infrastructure necessary for 
future development.  
  Loan origination means the time of inception of the obligation to extend credit (i.e., when the last event 
or prerequisite, controllable by the lender, occurs causing the lender to become legally bound to fund an 
extension of credit).  
  Loan-to-value or loan-to value ratio means the percentage or ratio that is derived at the time of loan 
origination by dividing an extension of credit by the total value of the property(ies) securing or being 
improved by the extension of credit plus the amount of any readily marketable collateral and other 
acceptable collateral that secures the extension of credit. The total amount of all senior liens on or 
interests in such property(ies) should be included in determining the loan-to-value ratio. When mortgage 
insurance or collateral is used in the calculation of the loan-to-value ratio, and such credit enhancement is 
later released or replaced, the loan-to-value ratio should be recalculated.  
  Other acceptable collateral means any collateral in which the lender has a perfected security interest, 
that has a quantifiable value, and is accepted by the lender in accordance with safe and sound lending 
practices. Other acceptable collateral should be appropriately discounted by the lender consistent with 
the lender's usual practices for making loans secured by such collateral. Other acceptable collateral 
includes, among other items, unconditional irrevocable standby letters of credit for the benefit of the 
lender.  
  Owner-occupied, when used in conjunction with the term 1- to 4-family residential property means that 
the owner of the underlying real property occupies at least one unit of the real property as a principal 
residence of the owner.  
  Readily marketable collateral means insured deposits, financial instruments, and bullion in which the 
lender has a perfected interest. Financial instruments and bullion must be salable under ordinary 
circumstances with reasonable promptness at a fair market value determined by quotations based on 
actual transactions, on an auction or similarly available daily bid and ask price market. Readily 
marketable collateral should be appropriately discounted by the lender consistent with the lender's usual 
practices for making loans secured by such collateral.  
  Value means an opinion or estimate, set forth in an appraisal or evaluation, whichever may be 
appropriate, of the market value of real property, prepared in accordance with the agency's appraisal 
regulations and guidance. For loans to purchase an existing property, the term "value" means the lesser 
of the actual acquisition cost or the estimate of value.  
  1- to 4-family residential property means property containing fewer than five individual dwelling units, 
including manufactured homes permanently affixed to the underlying property (when deemed to be real 
property under state law).  







 
[Codified to 12 C.F.R. Appendix A to Part 365] 
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Real Estate and
Construction Lending     Appendix B


Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies


December 1992


The agencies' regulations1 require that each insured depository institution adopt and
maintain a written policy that establishes appropriate limits and standards for all
extensions of credit that are secured by liens on or interests in real estate or made for the
purpose of financing the construction of a building or other improvements. These
guidelines are intended to assist institutions in the formulation and maintenance of a real
estate lending policy that is appropriate to the size of the institution and the nature and
scope of its individual operations, as well as satisfies the requirements of the regulation.


Each institution's policies must be comprehensive, and consistent with safe and sound
lending practices, and must ensure that the institution operates within limits and
according to standards that are reviewed and approved at least annually by the board of
directors. Real estate lending is an integral part of many institutions' business plans and,
when undertaken in a prudent manner, will not be subject to examiner criticism.


Loan Portfolio Management Considerations


The lending policy should contain a general outline of the scope and distribution of the
institution's credit facilities and the manner in which real estate loans are made,
serviced, and collected. In particular, the institution's policies on real estate lending
should:


•  Identify the geographic areas in which the institution will consider lending.
•  Establish a loan portfolio diversification policy and set limits for real estate loans by


type and geographic market (e.g., limits on higher risk loans).
•  Identify appropriate terms and conditions by type of real estate loan.
•  Establish loan origination and approval procedures, both generally and by size and


type of loan.
•  Establish prudent underwriting standards that are clear and measurable, including


loan-to-value limits, that are consistent with these supervisory guidelines.
•  Establish review and approval procedures for exception loans, including loans with


loan-to-value percentages in excess of supervisory limits.


                                          
       1 The agencies have adopted a uniform rule on real estate lending. See 12 CFR Part 365, (FDIC), 12 CFR Part 208, Subpart


C (FRB); 12 CFR Part 34, Subpart D (OCC); and 12 CFR 563.100-101 (OTS).
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•  Establish loan administration procedures, including documentation, disbursement,
collateral inspection, collection, and loan review.


•  Establish real estate appraisal and evaluation programs.
•  Require that management monitor the loan portfolio and provide timely and


adequate reports to the board of directors.


The institution should consider both internal and external factors in the formulation of its
loan policies and strategic plan. Factors that should be considered include:


•  The size and financial condition of the institution.
•  The expertise and size of the lending staff.
•  The need to avoid undue concentrations of risk.
•  Compliance with all real estate related laws and regulations, including the


Community Reinvestment Act, anti-discrimination laws, and for savings associations,
the Qualified Thrift Lender test.


•  Market conditions.


The institution should monitor conditions in the real estate markets in its lending area so
that it can react quickly to changes in market conditions that are relevant to its lending
decisions. Market supply and demand factors that should be considered include:


•  Demographic indicators, including population and employment trends.
•  Zoning requirements.
•  Current and projected vacancy, construction, and absorption rates.
•  Current and projected lease terms, rental rates, and sales prices, including


concessions.
•  Current and projected operating expenses for different types of projects.
•  Economic indicators, including trends and diversification of the lending area.
•  Valuation trends, including discount and direct capitalization rates.


Underwriting Standards


Prudently underwritten real estate loans should reflect all relevant credit factors,
including:


•  The capacity of the borrower, or income from the underlying property, to adequately
service the debt.


•  The value of the mortgaged property.
•  The overall creditworthiness of the borrower.
•  The level of equity invested in the property.
•  Any secondary sources of repayment.
•  Any additional collateral or credit enhancements (such as guarantees, mortgage


insurance or take-out commitments).
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The lending policies should reflect the level of risk that is acceptable to the board of
directors and provide clear and measurable underwriting standards that enable the
institution's lending staff to evaluate these credit factors. The underwriting standards
should address:


•  The maximum loan amount by type of property.
•  Maximum loan maturities by type of property.
•  Amortization schedules.
•  Pricing structure for different types of real estate loans.
•  Loan-to-value limits by type of property.


For development and construction projects, and completed commercial properties, the
policy should also establish, commensurate with the size and type of the project or
property:


•  Requirements for feasibility studies and sensitivity and risk analyses (e.g., sensitivity
of income projections to changes in economic variables such as interest rates,
vacancy rates, or operating expenses).


•  Minimum requirements for initial investment and maintenance of hard equity by the
borrower (e.g., cash or unencumbered investment in the underlying property).


•  Minimum standards for net worth, cash flow, and debt service coverage of the
borrower or underlying property.


•  Standards for the acceptability of and limits on non-amortizing loans.
•  Standards for the acceptability of and limits on the use of interest reserves.
•  Pre-leasing and pre-sale requirements for income-producing property.
•  Pre-sale and minimum unit release requirements for non- income-producing


property loans.
•  Limits on partial recourse or nonrecourse loans and requirements for guarantor


support.
•  Requirements for takeout commitments.
•  Minimum covenants for loan agreements.


Loan Administration


The institution should also establish loan administration procedures for its real estate
portfolio that address:


•  Documentation, including:
– Type and frequency of financial statements, including requirements for


verification of information provided by the borrower.
– Type and frequency of collateral evaluations (appraisals and other estimates of


value).
•  Loan closing and disbursement.
•  Payment processing.
•  Escrow administration.
•  Collateral administration.
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•  Loan payoffs.
•  Collections and foreclosure, including:


– Delinquency follow-up procedures.
– Foreclosure timing.
– Extensions and other forms of forbearance.
– Acceptance of deeds in lieu of foreclosure.


•  Claims processing (e.g., seeking recovery on a defaulted loan covered by a
government guaranty or insurance program).


•  Servicing and participation agreements.


Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits


Institutions should establish their own internal loan-to-value limits for real estate loans.
These internal limits should not exceed the following supervisory limits:


                   Loan Category            Loan-to-Value Limit


             Raw Land                               65%
             Land Development                       75%
             Construction:
               Commercial, Multifamily*,
                  and other Nonresidential          80%
               1- to 4-Family Residential           85%
             Improved Property                      85%
             Owner-occupied 1- to 4-family and
                home equity                         **


                                          
        *  Multifamily construction includes condominiums and cooperatives.


       ** A loan-to-value limit has not been established for permanent mortgage or home equity loans on
owner-occupied, 1- to 4-family residential property. However, for any such loan with a loan-to-value ratio
that equals or exceeds 90 percent at origination, an institution should require appropriate credit
enhancement in the form of either mortgage insurance or readily marketable collateral.


The supervisory loan-to-value limits should be applied to the underlying property that
collateralizes the loan. For loans that fund multiple phases of the same real estate project
(e.g., a loan for both land development and construction of an office building), the
appropriate loan-to-value limit is the limit applicable to the final phase of the project
funded by the loan; however, loan disbursements should not exceed actual
development or construction outlays. In situations where a loan is fully
cross-collateralized by two or more properties or is secured by a collateral pool of two
or more properties, the maximum loan amount is the sum of the results of each
property's collateral value multiplied by the appropriate LTV limit for that type of
property, minus any existing senior liens associated with that property. To ensure that
collateral margins remain within the supervisory limits, lenders should redetermine
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conformity whenever collateral substitutions are made to the collateral pool.


In establishing internal loan-to-value limits, each lender is expected to carefully consider
the institution-specific and market factors listed under "Loan Portfolio Management
Considerations," as well as any other relevant factors, such as the particular subcategory
or type of loan. For any subcategory of loans that exhibits greater credit risk than the
overall category, a lender should consider the establishment of an internal loan-to-value
limit for that subcategory that is lower than the limit for the overall category.


The loan-to-value ratio is only one of several pertinent credit factors to be considered
when underwriting a real estate loan. Other credit factors to be taken into account are
highlighted in the "Underwriting Standards" section above. Because of these other
factors, the establishment of these supervisory limits should not be interpreted to mean
that loans at these levels will automatically be considered sound.


Loans in Excess of the Supervisory Loan-to-Value Limits


The agencies recognize that appropriate loan-to-value limits vary not only among
categories of real estate loans but also among individual loans. Therefore, it may be
appropriate in individual cases to originate or purchase loans with loan-to-value ratios in
excess of the supervisory loan-to-value limits, based on the support provided by other
credit factors. Such loans should be identified in the institution's records, and their
aggregate amount reported at least quarterly to the institution's board of directors. (See
additional reporting requirements described under "Exceptions to the General Policy.")


The aggregate amount of all loans in excess of the supervisory loan-to-value limits
should not exceed 100 percent of total capital.2 Moreover, within the aggregate limit,
total loans for all commercial, agricultural, multifamily or other non-1- to 4-family
residential properties should not exceed 30 percent of total capital. An institution will
come under increased supervisory scrutiny as the total of such loans approaches these
levels.


In determining the aggregate amount of such loans, institutions should: (a) include all
loans secured by the same property if any one of those loans exceeds the supervisory
loan-to-value limits; and (b) include the recourse obligation of any such loan sold with
recourse. Conversely, a loan should no longer be reported to the directors as part of
aggregate totals when reduction in principal or senior liens, or additional contribution of
collateral or equity (e.g., improvements to the real property securing the loan), bring the
loan-to-value ratio into compliance with supervisory limits.


                                          
     2 For state member banks, the term "total capital" means "total risk-based capital" as defined in Appendix A to 12


CFR Part 208. For insured state non-member banks, "total capital" refers to that term as described in Table
I of Appendix A to 12 CFR Part 325. For national banks, the term "total capital" is defined at 12 CFR 3.2(e).
For savings associations, the term "total capital" is defined at 12 CFR 567.5(c).
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Excluded Transactions


The agencies also recognize that there are a number of lending situations in which other
factors significantly outweigh the need to apply the supervisory loan-to-value limits.
These include:


•  Loans guaranteed or insured by the U.S. government or its agencies, provided that
the amount of the guaranty or insurance is at least equal to the portion of the loan
that exceeds the supervisory loan-to-value limit.


•  Loans backed by the full faith and credit of a state government, provided that the
amount of the assurance is at least equal to the portion of the loan that exceeds the
supervisory loan-to-value limit.


•  Loans guaranteed or insured by a state, municipal or local government, or an agency
thereof, provided that the amount of the guaranty or insurance is at least equal to the
portion of the loan that exceeds the supervisory loan-to-value limit, and provided
that the lender has determined that the guarantor or insurer has the financial capacity
and willingness to perform under the terms of the guaranty or insurance agreement.


•  Loans that are to be sold promptly after origination, without recourse, to a financially
responsible third party.


•  Loans that are renewed, refinanced, or restructured without the advancement of new
funds or an increase in the line of credit (except for reasonable closing costs), or
loans that are renewed, refinanced, or restructured in connection with a workout
situation, either with or without the advancement of new funds, where consistent
with safe and sound banking practices and part of a clearly defined and
well-documented program to achieve orderly liquidation of the debt, reduce risk of
loss, or maximize recovery on the loan.


•  Loans that facilitate the sale of real estate acquired by the lender in the ordinary
course of collecting a debt previously contracted in good faith.


•  Loans for which a lien on or interest in real property is taken as additional collateral
through an abundance of caution by the lender (e.g., the institution takes a blanket
lien on all or substantially all of the assets of the borrower, and the value of the real
property is low relative to the aggregate value of all other collateral).


•  Loans, such as working capital loans, where the lender does not rely principally on
real estate as security and the extension of credit is not used to acquire, develop, or
construct permanent improvements on real property.


•  Loans for the purpose of financing permanent improvements to real property, but not
secured by the property, if such security interest is not required by prudent
underwriting practice.


Exceptions to the General Lending Policy


Some provision should be made for the consideration of loan requests from creditworthy
borrowers whose credit needs do not fit within the institution's general lending policy.
An institution may provide for prudently underwritten exceptions to its lending policies,
including loan-to-value limits, on a loan-by-loan basis. However, any exceptions from
the supervisory loan-to-value limits should conform to the aggregate limits on such loans
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discussed above.


The board of directors is responsible for establishing standards for the review and
approval of exception loans. Each institution should establish an appropriate internal
process for the review and approval of loans that do not conform to its own internal
policy standards. The approval of any such loan should be supported by a written
justification that clearly sets forth all of the relevant credit factors that support the
underwriting decision. The justification and approval documents for such loans should
be maintained as a part of the permanent loan file. Each institution should monitor
compliance with its real estate lending policy and individually report exception loans of
a significant size to its board of directors.


Supervisory Review of Real Estate Lending Policies and Practices


The real estate lending policies of institutions will be evaluated by examiners during the
course of their examinations to determine if the policies are consistent with safe and
sound lending practices, these guidelines, and the requirements of the regulation. In
evaluating the adequacy of the institution's real estate lending policies and practices,
examiners will take into consideration the following factors:


•  The nature and scope of the institution's real estate lending activities.
•  The size and financial condition of the institution.
•  The quality of the institution's management and internal controls.
•  The expertise and size of the lending and loan administration staff.
•  Market conditions.


Lending policy exception reports will also be reviewed by examiners during the course
of their examinations to determine whether the institutions' exceptions are adequately
documented and appropriate in light of all of the relevant credit considerations. An
excessive volume of exceptions to an institution's real estate lending policy may signal a
weakening of its underwriting practices, or may suggest a need to revise the loan policy.
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Definitions


For the purposes of these Guidelines:


"Construction loan" means an extension of credit for the purpose of erecting or
rehabilitating buildings or other structures, including any infrastructure necessary for
development.


"Extension of credit" or "loan" means:


(1) The total amount of any loan, line of credit, or other legally binding lending
commitment with respect to real property; and


(2) The total amount, based on the amount of consideration paid, of any loan, line of
credit, or other legally binding lending commitment acquired by a lender by purchase,
assignment, or otherwise.


"Improved property loan" means an extension of credit secured by one of the following
types of real property:


(1) Farmland, ranchland or timberland committed to ongoing management and
agricultural production;


(2) 1- to 4-family residential property that is not owner- occupied;


(3) Residential property containing five or more individual dwelling units;


(4) Completed commercial property; or


(5) Other income-producing property that has been completed and is available for
occupancy and use, except income-producing owner-occupied 1- to 4-family residential
property.


"Land development loan" means an extension of credit for the purpose of improving
unimproved real property prior to the erection of structures. The improvement of
unimproved real property may include the laying or placement of sewers, water pipes,
utility cables, streets, and other infrastructure necessary for future development.


"Loan origination" means the time of inception of the obligation to extend credit (i.e.,
when the last event or prerequisite, controllable by the lender, occurs causing the lender
to become legally bound to fund an extension of credit).


"Loan-to-value" or "loan-to-value ratio" means the percentage or ratio that is derived at
the time of loan origination by dividing an extension of credit by the total value of the
property(ies) securing or being improved by the extension of credit plus the amount of
any readily marketable collateral and other acceptable collateral that secures the
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extension of credit. The total amount of all senior liens on or interests in such
property(ies) should be included in determining the loan-to-value ratio. When mortgage
insurance or collateral is used in the calculation of the loan-to-value ratio, and such
credit enhancement is later released or replaced, the loan-to-value ratio should be
recalculated.


"Other acceptable collateral" means any collateral in which the lender has a perfected
security interest, that has a quantifiable value, and is accepted by the lender in
accordance with safe and sound lending practices. Other acceptable collateral should
be appropriately discounted by the lender consistent with the lender's usual practices for
making loans secured by such collateral. Other acceptable collateral includes, among
other items, unconditional irrevocable standby letters of credit for the benefit of the
lender.


"Owner-occupied," when used in conjunction with the term "1- to 4-family residential
property" means that the owner of the underlying real property occupies at least one
unit of the real property as a principal residence of the owner.


"Readily marketable collateral" means insured deposits, financial instruments, and
bullion in which the lender has a perfected interest. Financial instruments and bullion
must be salable under ordinary circumstances with reasonable promptness at a fair
market value determined by quotations based on actual transactions, on an auction or
similarly available daily bid and ask price market. Readily marketable collateral should
be appropriately discounted by the lender consistent with the lender's usual practices for
making loans secured by such collateral.


"Value" means an opinion or estimate, set forth in an appraisal or evaluation, whichever
may be appropriate, of the market value of real property, prepared in accordance with
the agency's appraisal regulations and guidance. For loans to purchase an existing
property, the term "value" means the lesser of the actual acquisition cost or the estimate
of value.


"1- to 4-family residential property" means property containing fewer than five
individual dwelling units, including manufactured homes permanently affixed to the
underlying property (when deemed to be real property under state law).
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